
Gem of your home



1. Top paint 
2. GLASSROCK barrier coat
3. Vinyl ester resin
4. Glass composite material 
5. Glass microbeads
6. Ceramic powder

CORAL 
GLASS-COMPOSITE POOLS

CORAL pools are elegant, of elaborated shape and 
exceptionally solid. 

The compact structure of the glass composite bath 
(monolith) features high resistance even when subjec-
ted to increased load. The pools are made of a speci-
al high-quality and resistant original glass composite 
“GLASSROCK”, which consists of several different layers. 
Their surface finish of extraordinary quality will catch 
everyone’s attention at first sight. They incorporate inte-
grated internal stairs with non-slip steps. A great advan-
tage is also undemanding construction preparations as 
installation can take place within a single day. 

CORAL PREMIUM 
SEMI-CERAMIC POOLS

The line of luxury CORAL PREMIUM pools inventively 
combines the assets of popular fibreglass pools with 
the modern construction elements of ceramic pools.

CORAL PREMIUM pools feature all the assets of CORAL 
pools and, on top of that: their construction is stren-
gthened by 40%. Also, the structure of their wall inclu-
des a unique ceramic layer that guarantees even higher 
strength and maximum lifetime of the pool. 

Glass composite pools 
featuring absolutely unique
design and construction.

CORAL
and CORAL PREMIUM
Life originated in the sea millions of years ago. That’s why all of us subconsciously long for intimate, refreshing, 
uplifting and indescribably harmonic moments in crystal-clear water, for moments when we can savour water 
pleasures in a pool with all our senses. Water relaxes us for other thing and becomes a source of an entirely new 
life-giving energy for another.

We bring an absolute novelty in pools to you – first-rate CORAL glass composite pools elaborated in detail in 
terms of both construction and design, which make use of revolutionary GLASSROCK technology. Get acquainted 
with them and choose the one that has been created just for you…
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1. Top paint 
2. GLASSROCK barrier coat
3. Vinyl ester resin
4. Glass composite material
5. Glass microbeads
6. Polyurethane foam 

The shapes and dimensions of CORAL and CORAL PREMIUM pools are 
identical. It’s only up to you which type of quality of the wall con-
struction you’ll go for – whether for CORAL, or for CORAL PREMIUM.
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NOVELTY 

in European 

market 

Sand RockTropical Blue Atlantic Blue Grey Rock

Colours



PERSEUS „Create a place where you and your nearest and dearest will feel 
like in paradise“FENIX „Treat yourselves to an active and delightful holiday in your own garden  

– 7 months a year“

54

(6.0 x 3.0 x 1.2 m) (6.0 x 3.2 x 1.4 m)



IKAROSSMARTOLYMP

76

(4.6 x 3.0 x 1.2 m)(4.5 x 3.0 x 1.2 m)

„Immerse yourselves in your own aquatic world“ „Enjoy refreshing fun in enticing, crystal-clear water“„Make your dream about a fabulously 
beautiful pool come true“

(6.0 x 3.0 x 1.4 m)



ORION „Show off your utterly exceptional taste“RHODOS „Enjoy every sunny day to the full and with delight“

98

(7.5 x 3.5 x 1.4 m) (7.5 x 3.5 x 1.5 m)



GEMINI „Experience a feeling of absolute harmony“PEGAS „Draw energy in the intimate setting of your garden“

1110

(6.2 x 3.1 x 1.4 m) (8.2 x 3.5 x 1.5 m)



Contact your dealer

Manufactured in the Czech Republic


